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Review by Paul G. Bahn, Ph.D.

There have been a number of photo-books devoted to Easter Island over the past few decades, mostly in monochrome and often with an awkward shape and size for shelving. This newcomer is certainly a strange shape and size, but it is in full color and is a truly outstanding album. Part of a series called “Les Sentiers Imaginaires” (Imaginary Paths) produced by this author-publisher, it follows volumes on Iceland, Rhodes, Tunisia, Santorini, Egypt, etc.

Cuénot takes his own photographs, and many of them are quite outstanding; several are simply breathtaking. Objects, people and food resources are projected onto goose feathers; it sounds like an odd idea, but it is an effective device, often very beautiful and strangely haunting, as if ghosts of the past were being conjured up. Other photos of objects are more straightforward; those of wooden statuary, of mataa, and of the Echancreé tablet are particularly fine.

Cuénot’s friend André Le Bescante designed and built a kite so that a radio-controlled camera could take aerial shots from a height of 20 meters. They intended to take a vast series of aerial pictures, but the island’s notorious meteorological conditions hampered the work, and consequently only one such photograph—a wonderful picture of Ahu Vaihu with its fallen moai—appears in the book. There are some dramatically lit night-time photos of statues on the slopes of Rano Raraku, and of Ahu Nau Nau with eyes in place, and others of beautifully illuminated cave interiors.

I have only minor criticisms of Cuénot’s accompanying text and captions. Firstly his (otherwise excellent) map of the island features Ahu Rikiriki, albeit as having disappeared (see Emily Mulloy in Rapa Nui Notes 4(2) 1987); he attributes the discovery of the island’s palm tree to John Dransfield; he helps to perpetuate the long/short ears myth and the emphasis on cannibalism; and he still refers to the Orongo statue Hoa Hakanana’ia as “The Wave Breaker”, unaware that Steven Fischer has established that the name means “The Stolen Friend” (RN 5(4), 1991). Feeling incapable of assessing Heyerdahl’s much publicized claims himself (although he wisely used Métraux as his principle source of information), Cuénot invited Catherine and Michel Orliac to perform this task in the book’s final ten pages. They examine each of Heyerdahl’s main arguments for links with South America, and reach the conclusion that the claims do not hold water and that the island’s archaeology and culture are overwhelmingly Polynesian in origin and development.
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**Correction**

Grant McCall's paper, "Little Ice Age Speculations for Rapanui" (RNJ Vol.7, No.4), lacked two references:


We regret the oversight.